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Example email modified from work by Anita Lok, used with her permission  

– Caroline Moore-Kochlacs, Nov 2019 

 

Anita Lok  

ALY 6100, Data-Driven Decision Making 

Week 1 Assignment: Email on project goals  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

From: abc@google.com  

To: cmk@google.com 

Subject: Google People Analytics: Project Oxygen’s Goal and Approach   

 

Caroline, 

 

I want to summarize the meeting I just had with Lazlo Bock the lead of Google’s people 

operations group and Prasad Setty who was just hired to lead the people analytics team. The 

meeting was about launching Project Oxygen, which is tasked with understanding: Do 

Managers Matter? Our team will play an important role in designing and running many of the 

analyses for Project Oxygen. To get us started, I’ve proposed a list of questions for our team to 

address. 

 

Historically, employees of Google, many of whom are high skilled engineers, have not seen the 

value of having managers and believe they distract them from doing their work (Garvin, 2013). 

As the organization grows beyond its 37,000 employees, Larry Page and Sergey Brin, the 

founders of Google, believe that managers hold an important role in communicating strategy, 

prioritizing projects, facilitating collaboration, supporting career development and ensuring that 

processes and systems aligned with company goals (Garvin, 2013).  

 

The goals of Project Oxygen are to:  

(1) Understand the value of a manager at Google 

(2) Determine what qualities a good manager has  



Given Google’s high standards of proof, for the first goal, we will start by trying to prove that 

managers do not matter (Garvin, 2013). Our group is a part of a small team that has been 

assembled to help tackle these goals. 

 

To help frame the business problem, it will be important for our team to answer these questions: 

1. How will we define “matter”? What metrics will we use or create to represent the value a 

manager brings to their team at Google? 

2. How will we evaluate manager performance? 

a. What data do we already have from performance reviews? Is that data appropriate 

to use for this analysis? What strengths and weaknesses does it have? 

b. What other existing data might we use? For example, employee retention data and 

exit interview data. 

c. What data will we need to collect?  

3. How do we integrate and analyze the relationship between measures of the performance 

of managers and measures of the performance of their direct reports? 

• We should be sure to use measures of both employee’s productivity and their 

well-being.  

4. Can we identify specific manager qualities that are associated with high performing 

managers? Low performing managers? 

5. What is the current organizational chart of managers and employees at Google? 

6. Based on performance reviews and employee surveys, what were behaviors/qualities of 

high performing managers? 

7. What are Google’s current expectations of managers? What training or resources are 

given to managers? 

 

I have weekly meetings set up with Bock and Setty to share our progress on Project Oxygen and 

get their feedback.  

 

Let me know what you think of these questions and when we can schedule a team meeting to 

kick off our work. 

 



Thanks, 

Anita  
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